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Dissertation Abstract   

Objectives of the study: 

1. Recognizing the truth of university education and its main obstacles.  

2. Recognizing the main changes which led the state to privatize university 

education.  

3. Natural study for the role of privatization of university education in the true 

university education.  

4. Recognizing the standards and determinants of applying the principle of 

equality of educational opportunities.  

5. An attempt to put a proposed vision to support the principle of equality of 

educational opportunities in the direction of the state to privatize the 

university education 

Method of the study: The present study is using "The Descriptive Analytical " 

because it suits the nature of the study 
  Results of the study : The study reached stating a proposed vision to support the 

principle of equality of educational opportunities in the light of the state's direction to 

privatize the university education, through putting some of mechanisms for the 

sake of improving related elements of the university education system. 

Recommendations of the study: 

 1.Imposing private taxes in the university education. 2. Turning some 

academic units into producing units. 3. Giving students donations loans. 4. 

Setting up combination between universities and industrial companies and 

institutions.  5.Setting up consultative centers inside universities.  6.Opening 

learning sections in foreign languages with fees in theoretical faculties. 

Key Words: It deals with the general atmosphere of the study- The university 

education (the main challenges – its problems)- Privatization of university education 

(its concept –origin –shapes)- Equality of educational opportunities (its concept – 

origin –Philosophical dimensions – its levels – directions) The field study- A proposed 

vision to support the principle of equality of educational opportunities in the light of 

the state's direction to privatize university education.  

 

 


